NEW!--Welcome to DigiNite 2017!
Night Sky Workshop
The night skies are bigger in Texas! Join us during the dark of the moon for an afternoon and
overnight photography experience that will be unforgettable. DigiNite is an introductory expedition into
photographing the night skies. No previous sky photography experience is required. Participants will
learn night sky still photography techniques including photography of the stars and the Milky Way, star
trails, time lapse star motion and light painting of terrestrial structures with these star techniques.
The workshop will begin in the first afternoon with a hands-on experience setting up cameras and
equipment and learning time exposures and setup for each camera and lens combination. The group will
also spend time and scout their shooting location(s) in the daylight hours. This is a practical practice both
for production and personal safety.
Participants should bring a digital SLR camera (or mirrorless) with manual controls, a wide angle
prime lens of about 24 mm (or a wide-angle zoom lens), a sturdy tripod, an electronic shutter release and
a flashlight. Freshly formatted memory cards and spare batteries should be on hand for all equipment. As
the group will be out for many hours in the cool air, warm clothing and a camp chair are must have items.
This workshop will be held near Mason, Texas, November 17-18, 2017 in a very remote location
without light pollution to take advantage of the best night skies. The workshop begins at 1:00 PM the first
day and ends after a group brunch the second. Transportation, meals and lodging not included. Lodging
will be at Mason’s Hill Country Inn. After workshop signup, reservations may be made at 325-347-6317.
For more information see: http://www.thenatureconnection.com/workshopschedule.html A
detailed packet of information will be sent to those who register for this workshop.
Price: $149.00 per person.
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